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The year has started in a mood of optimism with the progress we’ve made in 2012 and the excellent support
we’re now getting from the landowners and communities in our area, as well as from Red Squirrels Northern
England (RSNE), the National Park and the National Trust.
In January, RSNE hosted a public meeting in Ambleside, followed by an article in the Westmorland Gazette
– it is most important for WRSS to be able to show that its work is part of a much larger effort to protect red
squirrels, and that it has the backing of the larger organisations that have an interest in conservation.
Two articles in this issue of the Newsletter describe the work of our neighbouring voluntary groups Penrith & District Red Squirrel Group and the Grasmere Red Squirrel Group – there are similar voluntary red
squirrel groups covering the whole of Cumbria and also across the North East of the region. Early results from
the RSNE monitoring programme are beginning to show that in the North of England red squirrel populations
are doing best where there is an active voluntary red squirrel group in the area – not at all a surprise for us, but
very good to have our efforts recognised as a vital piece of the jigsaw.
2012 showed how red squirrels will readily reclaim their old territories when conditions are right – and we
have already had 2 red sightings for 2013 in the Ecclerigg area, very close to Brockhole, as well as another
near to Plumgarths, so progress looks set to continue. Funding from the LDPNA and RSNE means that plans
are already underway to increase the coverage of grey control in our area and at the same time to encourage
more landowners and communities to join in with our efforts to save the reds in SE Cumbria.
Both within the WRSS area and beyond, the overriding message must be that if everyone ‘does their bit’ we
stand a very good chance of not only keeping our reds, but of also increasing their range and numbers.
Geoff Hetherington, Chairman

This map, produced by Red Squirrels
Northern England, shows the red squirrel
sightings recorded for 2012 using data from
RSNE’s own monitoring programme and ranger
statistics combined with information supplied by
WRSS.
Any red sightings sent in to WRSS via its
online reporting form are forwarded to RSNE to
be included in the regional database, where the
information can be used to produce maps like the
one opposite, as well as helping to build up a
picture about what is happening to red squirrel
populations across the whole northern region.
WRSS produces annual online maps showing
its own reported red sightings. The grid reference
and date of each sighting can be seen by clicking
on the individual red markers - the map has a
zoom facility and can be seen in map or satellite
view.
Visit the WRSS website to see the reds that
have been reported so far in 2013, and please
report any reds that you see via the online form.
www.westmorlandredsquirrels.org.uk
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Ambleside Public Meeting
Hosted by RSNE, the public meeting in
Ambleside Village Centre at the end of January was
a great success with over 60 people attending. Nick
Mason and Simon O’Hare outlined the ‘bigger
picture’ and explained the work of RSNE both
locally and across the North of England,
emphasising the importance of the work of local
voluntary groups. Richard Tanner spoke on behalf
of the National Trust and volunteers from the
Grasmere and Westmorland groups explained what
is happening at local level, where red squirrels are
being seen and how local people can help in the
effort to conserve our red squirrels.

Kentmere & Longsleddale

If you look closely, there are 3 reds in this Kentmere photo

Grey numbers remain low in Kentmere, but vigilance
continues in order to keep it that way. Word has it that the
red seen in the Green Quarter last year has moved on to
Hallow Bank - we are hoping that we can soon add it to the
other Kentmere red sightings already recorded for 2013.
There is a similar situation in Longsleddale, with
residents keeping the grey numbers in check, and three
locations in the valley where reds are seen. We are very
pleased that Longsleddale is now forming its own WRSS
residents’ group. As well as encouraging participation, a
big benefit will be the increased recording and reporting of
sightings and cull figures to feed into the wider picture of
what is happening in our WRSS area and beyond.

Witherslack & Grange
Although not of the best quality, and showing the
wrong date and time, the trail camera photo opposite
nevertheless records a red squirrel at Foulshaw in
October 2012 – grid reference SD451819 - collected
as a part of the RSNE Autumn monitoring
programme. WRSS had an additional 5 red sightings
reported around Witherslack in 2012, but while this
might all be good news, it is still far too early to
judge what impact the felling operations on the
mosses will have had on the long-term prospects for
red squirrels in this area.
Control work is continuing in order to make the
surrounding woods safe for any displaced reds and
more and more local people are becoming involved
in the conservation effort. Fewer greys were being
seen during 2012, but experience dictates that this
cannot be a reason for complacency.

In case you’re wondering, the red is on the side of the tree with the
feeder. Trail cameras do not perform so well in dark woodland
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Ambleside & Langdale
Ambleside Langdale has had a very busy but
worthwhile year. Hard work over the last few
years is starting to show positive results and we
hope it continues. We are seeing reds over a wide
area, much further than we anticipated and seeing
them in areas where reds have not been seen for
10 – 15 years - it really is most encouraging.
The decision taken 3 years ago to take the
fight in to the woods rather than wait for greys to
appear in gardens is hopefully paying off. We
must keep up the pressure and continue the work
punching holes in the grey to try and give the red
a chance to colonise.
The biggest threat to the red is the Pox Virus
that is carried by the grey and to which they are
immune but sadly the reds have no defence and it
kills them within about 10 days of coming into
contact.

Taken with the trail camera at High Wray NT Base Camp

We must therefore keep the reds and greys apart to the best of our ability. Research is being carried out to try and
discover how the disease can be eliminated/reduced but the answer is a long way away and time is not on our side so
we must do what we can. Doing nothing is not an option – if we do not act effectively now there will not be reds to
save in this area.
We thought that as we controlled the greys, the reds from the stronghold in the Grasmere area to the north would
spread south. But the wide area over which we have been seeing the reds indicates that they must have always been
present across the area, and just kept back by the overwhelming numbers of greys. In the given timescale, the reds
could not possibly have spread so far, and if this is the case then it does indeed encourage us to carry on as we have
been operating over recent years.

Underbarrow
2012 was probably not a good year if you
happened to be a grey squirrel that strayed into the
Underbarrow area. Since the inaugural meeting in
Underbarrow last June, significant progress has been
made in co-ordinating individual and community
efforts in a systematic approach to controlling grey
squirrel numbers in the area.
The returns show that a total of 84 grey squirrels
have been accounted for in this area since June
although the real number is probably much higher as
it is known that not everyone controlling greys sends
in a tally.
South of Underbarrow, in an area of woodland
known as Low Plantation there have been repeated
sightings of red squirrels in the spruce trees.
Unfortunately, it is understood that this area is due to
be clear felled in the not-too-distant future. Hopefully
the red squirrels will relocate to the adjacent
deciduous woodland.
Thanks go out to everyone who has contributed to
grey squirrel control in the Underbarrow area during
2012 - we hope that their efforts will result in
increased red squirrel sightings during 2013.

3 Valleys Plus Project
LDNPA and RSNE funding has allowed for a 2-year
project which takes in our two priority zones of Ambleside
& Langdale and Kentmere & Longsleddale, and very
importantly also includes the Troutbeck valley and the
High Borrans area, and extends as far south as the Crook
road. It is hoped that this ‘new’ area of focus will make a
start on our plans eventually to join up the priority zones
into one largely grey-free area, as well as providing a
continuous barrier to inhibit the movement of greys into
the North of the county.
One of the aims of the project is to encourage as far as
possible the involvement of local landowners and residents
in order to ensure that the effort to remove greys continues
well beyond the initial two years. It’s early days yet, but
the response from those approached so far has been most
encouraging and supportive. For WRSS to be able to show
that it has the backing and support of RSNE and the
LDNPA has made all the difference both within the project
area itself and also in other parts of the WRSS area.
To find out more about the project, phone 01539
821714 or email admin@westmorlandredsquirrels.org.uk
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Red Squirrels in Grasmere
by Grasmere Red Squirrel Group
In Grasmere we have had several episodes over
the last decade of SQPV causing the death of reds,
though each time the population has recovered. In the
largest outbreak, it took almost 2 years for the reds to
return to that part of Grasmere. We quickly realised
that the only way to keep the reds is to eliminate greys
from the area as soon as possible. This is carried out
using approved humane methods. It does work, we
have proved it in Grasmere and so have other projects.
Supplementary feeding and feeder hygiene do play a
part but without grey control there won’t be any reds
left to feed! The presence of greys also deters the reds
from breeding. We have evidence of this in Grasmere
as the population of reds has increased following the
elimination of the greys.
Greys arrive from adjacent areas, in our case from the directions of Rydal, Skelwith and Elterwater. We expect
that an increased amount of grey control carried out in those areas by Red Squirrels Northern England (RSNE),
which started in April 2012, will significantly reduce the number of greys entering the Grasmere area.
The fact that we still have Reds in Grasmere and that the Cumbria Reserve is protected in the South is entirely
due to the efforts of the GRSG. We can now say that we have achieved the objective we set ourselves in 2006. Red
squirrels now exist throughout the Grasmere area. The challenge now is to maintain this state and further increase
the population. In future years if the areas to the South and South West can be cleared of greys the population of reds
in Grasmere will expand and spread there.
The work is carried out by volunteers. Red squirrel conservation has become a community effort with garden
owners and walkers monitoring the area for greys. We have had great support from local landowners giving
permission for grey control on their land. We have small road signs around the village showing a red squirrel asking
traffic to slow down.
We continue to trap/shoot the greys as soon as we get a report and continuously monitor the frontier areas of Red
Bank and White Moss which is where the greys enter our area. At any one time there is a maximum of a handful of
greys in the Grasmere area and we believe zero for some of the time.
In September we tested a new type of trail camera that emails photos to any device (e.g. Home PC, smartphone,
tablet). We used it to email photos of visiting animals to our feeder/traps in woodlands. We have now bought two of
these cameras and they have been deployed since mid-December. Of course the emails have to be monitored. So far
we have spotted 2 greys on White Moss whilst sat at home! The cameras were purchased from a wildlife specialist,
Ron Bury - http://www.ronburyswildlife.com/p/camera-sales.html We use the Acorn 6210MG which costs £305.
Movement in front of the camera triggers the taking of the photo and then it’s transmission over the mobile network.
The email with the photo attached arrives in your Inbox in about 90 seconds. We use the option to send emails via an
SMTP server. It can also send photos using MMS but these are much more expensive. You do need a good strength
2G signal. The camera can also take HD video (but not transmit it) and has Infra Red for night photos/videos.

Where to see Reds in Grasmere
All the squirrels in Grasmere are wild and they are difficult to spot as they spend most of their time in the trees.
The best places to see them in Grasmere are at White Moss on the ‘Coffin road’ to Rydal, Easedale (the permissive
walk through the Lancrigg Hotel grounds), Greenhead Gill (the road past Forrest Side and up Greenhead Ghyll) and
at Red Bank (Red Bank Wood and Deerbolts Wood).
GRSG is working with the National Trust by setting up feeders at their Allan Bank property to develop a red
squirrel viewing location for the public. The reds are very popular with the visitors and have become an attraction in
their own right. The children from the village school visit once a week to see the wildlife - this location is probably
the best chance of seeing a red squirrel.
IF YOU SEE A GREY ANYWHERE AROUND GRASMERE PLEASE TELL US IMMEDIATELY – Don’t
leave it till tomorrow! The main contact is Robert Dixon 015394 35527.
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Red alert at Cumbria Wildlife Trust’s HQ
A certain buzz has pervaded the Trust’s offices at Plumgarths the last few weeks. Why? Well, we not only saw a
red squirrel on one of our bird-feeding stations in November, but we witnessed it coming back day after day after day!
Michelle Waller, Cumbria
Wildlife
Trust’s
senior
development officer, was the first
to spot the red squirrel, she said: “I
was really shocked when I looked
out of the window and saw the
squirrel. I thought it must have
been a red-toned grey but it was
clearly a healthy red stocking up on
nuts. I grabbed the camera straight
away as I knew photo proof is
important for red squirrel records. I
was excited and shouted my
colleagues over take a look too.
“We’re really pleased it keeps
coming back. The second time it
came I was able to take some film
which people can look at on our
Facebook page.”
Having been at the core of red
squirrel conservation in Cumbria
for over 25 years, this was a major
sighting for the Trust (and red
squirrel
conservation
efforts),
whose offices are based in the grey
squirrel stronghold of Kendal.

Red squirrel at Plumgarths – 13th November 2012

Peter Bullard, the Trust’s director remembers his first Westmorland Grey control Society meeting: ‘Back in 1989
some people were suggesting it was all a waste of our time and reds would be extinct in Westmorland by 2000. It was
a big room full of people! Who would have thought 23 years later a red squirrel would arrive at Plumgarths!’
This is the third time this year a red squirrel has been spotted near to Kendal so there is hope that this could be the
start of a return of red squirrels to this area.
David Harpley, Cumbria Wildlife Trust’s conservation manager also commented: “Red squirrels are now an
endangered species but at one time they could be found all over the UK. Grey squirrels are thriving in Kendal, which
makes this sighting all the more remarkable.’
Needless to say the office, which is filled with conservationists and those who support them, are delighted. We are
now waiting to see a red stronghold established here!
You can see even more images of this remarkable squirrel on Cumbria Wildlife Trust’s Facebook page, where
there is also a short video of it enjoying some peanuts.

The Birds' Bistro, Cumbria’s red squirrel and wild bird food specialist, is
based in Penruddock.
With an extended range of squirrel, bird and wildlife products, the shop
now opens 7 days a week and provides free delivery rounds in the
Westmorland area.
Further information can be found on line at www.thebirdsbistro.co.uk or by
telephoning 017684 83100.
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Red ranger to the rescue
by Andrew Gallon
This article first appeared in the January 2013 issue of The Countryman, and is reproduced here with the kind permission of
The Countryman’s editor and the author

Gary Murphy is on the front line of a battle that
continues day after day. Armed and camouflaged, he
appears every inch a man of war. But he is not a soldier
and his fight has nothing to do with military conflict.
Tebay-based Gary is red squirrel ranger for the
Upper Eden district of Cumbria, one of only two
English counties in which this delightful native species
survives in appreciable numbers. Northumberland is the
other stronghold.
The problem is the grey squirrel, introduced from
America in 1876. Greys carry, but are immune to, the
lethal squirrelpox virus, which condemns reds to a
myxomatosis-type death within eight days of infection.
Reds, smaller and less prolific reproductively, cannot
compete with the hardier greys for food and habitat.
Classed as vermin, greys now total more than three
million individuals, whilst the English red population
has declined catastrophically to a mere 20,000.
Controlling greys, therefore, is the essence of red
squirrel conservation. Gary works for the Penrith &
District Red Squirrel Group. A registered charity, it is
among sixteen groups covering every part of Cumbria.
They work together beneath the organisational umbrella
of Northern Red Squirrels and in partnership with Red
Squirrels Northern England.
Kirkby Stephen is the biggest community on Gary’s
patch and the permission of landowners enables him to
roam systematically across the

Red squirrel ranger Gary Murphy checks a feeder in
Smardale.

landscape surrounding the market town. Trained to the
highest standards, he uses feeders, live traps and
specialist Daystate airguns to humanely locate, capture
and put down greys.
Support from landowners and the public is
overwhelming. “Ninety-five per cent of the people in
Cumbria are for the red squirrel,” he says. “It’s a
lovely little wild creature. The grey is just a rat, really,
compared to the characteristics of the red.”
Gary’s dedication over eight years, four as a fulltime ranger, is paying off. “The picture is of a vastly
growing red population,” he says. “I see eight or nine
every day, where once I struggled to see one or two.
Smardale is a good example. I’ve had over a hundred
greys out of there in sixteen months and now I’m
feeding sixteen reds. Walkers tell me how marvellous
it is to see reds there.”
A key aspect of Gary’s job is the accurate reporting
of red and grey numbers. Everyone is encouraged to
contact him, and other rangers, if they spot a sickly red
or come across a grey. Data is collated by Red
Squirrels Northern England, which coordinates
conservation of the creatures across the nation and
provides a reliable biannual statistical overview.
The fight to save the species in Cumbria owes
much to holiday village company Center Parcs, whose
Whinfell Forest site east of Penrith is at the heart of a
red squirrel reserve. Jerry Moss has been its full-time
red squirrel ranger for a decade, and introduced Gary
to the Penrith & District group after learning of his
work around Tebay. Between 150 and 200 reds live at
Whinfell. “It’s cost Center Parcs a lot of money, but
without their fine example I doubt we’d be winning the
battle,” says Gary. “We’d have lost a lot more reds in
this part of the county.”
Gary is paid for a thirty-five-hour week, but add on
what he puts in during his own time and it tops out at
sixty. Consuming evenings and weekends, it is more
than a job. “It’s like seeing your first kingfisher on the
riverbank,” he explains. “Once you’ve seen one in a
certain area, you can go back and watch it. That
experience is the appeal of the red squirrel — plus the
wildlife. “When camouflaged, I’ve had foxes walk by
two yards away, stags come out of the bush and
peregrines sit next to me. It’s the joy of the
countryside.” Greys are a menace. They strip bark
from trees, destroying entire woodlands, kill young
birds and eat their eggs, and drive wildlife from parks
and gardens. But, to Gary, the squirrelpox virus is the
most important thing to deal with. “I’ve had to put
down twelve reds since I started,” he says.
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“It’s heartbreaking because when you’ve been
feeding one for weeks, you get to know its character.
“Everyone has seen on the side of the road a ‘myxie’
rabbit with no eyes, and that’s what happens to the red
squirrel. It’s a horrendous disease. Reds get massive
lesions. They scratch their eyes out and ears off, and
can’t eat or drink. “Reds and greys can’t mix and it’s my
job to keep them apart. It’s being proved that, the bigger
the volume of greys, the more likely it is that reds are
going to die of this pox.”
Richard Dyke, secretary of the Penrith & District
group, has an upbeat message. “The volunteers of
Cumbria are on a roll because they can see proactive
grey control makes a difference,” he says. “You don’t
have to lose your reds when greys move into an area and
you don’t lose your reds forever when a pox outbreak
occurs. We’re becoming familiar with how to deal with
these situations and we weather the storm. “The storm
won’t go away, however. We’re always going to be up
against it, but the point we are making — and always
have made — to Government is that we know what we
do works. If we can push outwards over time, and
enthuse people on our perimeters, we will protect red
squirrels where they are living and expand their range.
“It’s not just holding the line. We have many examples
of reds recolonising areas throughout Cumbria.”
The newest volunteer groups are South Lakes (the
Furness district) and Solway. Penrith & District want to
do more around Ullswater. “Our patch of 600 square
miles [1,550 km2] is broken down into five areas,” says
Richard. “We’ve now got rangers in four of them and
we’re looking to have a fifth in Ullswater because we
think it would be a tremendous boost to the valley and
our efforts.”
Visitors to Cumbria have a very good chance of
spotting reds. The National Trust recently created a red
squirrel trail at Aira Force, Ullswater, and in addition to
Center Parcs many accommodation providers use the
presence of the species as a unique selling point. It is, of
course, more satisfying to see one by chance in a less
artificial environment. “They’re most active in the
morning, between seven o’clock and noon,” says Gary.
“But if you’re staying at, say, a holiday cottage and they
know there are some nice hazelnuts, you might be
fortunate. As long as the feeder is kept full, they can be
up and down the tree all day long.”
Gary often meets visitors who have never seen a red
squirrel. He recalls a day when he pointed one out in
Smardale to a dog walker holidaying from Leeds. “He
stood there with his mouth open,” smiles Gary. “He
couldn’t believe what he was seeing. He wanted to come
back, fill the feeder and watch the squirrels all day.”
Despite his successes, Gary does not expect to be short
of work. “It’s got to continue because we need to keep
on top of greys everywhere,” he explains. “When a
population can’t be sustained, they’re off down rivers
and hedgerows to the next wood. They’ll keep moving
out, so we’ve got to keep pushing them back.

Gary positions a live trap near Little Ormside

If we stop, greys will find a way back into the
reds’ habitats.
“A grey squirrel is American and that’s where it
should have stayed. “We’ve also got invasive
American mink, American crayfish and American
plants. It’s not just the red squirrel we’re trying to
look after: it’s everything. I’m the red squirrel man,
but we report things to each other. I’ll report seeing
mink to a gamekeeper and the gamekeeper will
report seeing grey squirrels to me.”
It’s not difficult to guess the best bit of Gary’s
job. “It’s rewarding knowing I’ve worked an area
where there hadn’t been any red squirrels for a
while, sometimes years, and we’ve got them back
again, or when people simply stop me to tell me
they’ve got reds visiting their garden.”
For more details, visit these websites:
northernredsquirrels.org.uk;
rsne.org.uk;penrithredsquirrels.org.uk.
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Website: www.westmorlandredsquirrels.org.ukdmin@westmorlandredsquirrels.org.uk
Ways You Can Help






Report any red and grey sightings via the online form on the WRSS website (or by phoning 01539 821714)
Make a donation – see our website and below
Become a WRSS member – see our website and below – payment by standing order is also an option
Control your greys – for information and advice please telephone 07836 584201
Volunteer – there are many ways you can make a difference and we need your help – please telephone 01539
821714 to find out more

 Use squirrel-proof bird feeders to avoid feeding grey squirrels (even if there are no reds nearby yet)

Westmorland Red Squirrel Society
Membership Application - Donation Form
Charity Registration No. 1144416

Title
Initial/first name(s)
Surname
Address

Postcode
Tel
Email
Company
Please tick your selected options

£

Scan to donate

Individual membership @ £15 per annum*

Westmorland Red Squirrel Society

Family membership @ £25 per annum*

www.westmorlandredsquirrels.org.uk

Corporate membership @ £50 per annum*
I/we enclose a donation of

Geoff Hetherington, Chairman
Tel: 01539 822089
Mob: 07836 584201
chairman@westmorlandredsquirrels.org.uk

Total amount enclosed

Please tick this box if you are a UK taxpayer and would like WRSS to
claim Gift Aid on your subscriptions and donations.

Membership and sightings
Tel: 01539 821714
admin@westmorlandredsquirrels.org.uk

I would like the tax reclaimed on any eligible donations and subscriptions that I have ever made or
will make to WRSS until I notify you otherwise. I confirm that I pay an amount of UK income or
capital gains tax at least equal to the tax that WRSS will reclaim in any tax year.

Signed

Date

Do you know of a
business that would be
willing to host a
WRSS charity
collection box?

Please return this form with your cheque made payable to:

Westmorland Red Squirrel Society, Side House Farm, Staveley,
Kendal, Cumbria, LA8 9AA
*Membership renewal is 1st April. The following rates apply when joining later in the
year:
Joining
Apr-Jul
Aug-Nov
Dec-Mar

Individual
£15
£10
£5

Family
£25
£15
£10

Corporate
£50
£30
£20

If so, please
telephone:
01539 821714
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